Analytics revolutionized player selection in baseball more than a decade ago, helping team management harness performance data to strengthen their rosters and win more games.

Similar to what occurred in baseball, businesses around the world are beginning to utilize sophisticated analytics and interpretive insights to address challenges across their supply chain functions. However, many supply chain organizations are still “batting around” just how to build and sustain capabilities that require far greater sophistication in data visualization, predictive analytics, technology and talent.

In response to these challenges, Deloitte has created a suite of Supply Chain Managed Services that gives clients the ability to leverage leading supply chain thinking, analytics, talent and technology solutions on an ongoing basis.

The need to create shareholder value through flexible, adaptive supply chains is being driven by a number of market conditions and trends including shortened product life cycles, heightened regulatory requirements, global growth, and the proliferation and increasing complexity of data.
Having predictive and insights-driven supply chain capabilities is now more critical than ever, and can create sustained improvements in forecasting and planning accuracy, supply availability, cost performance, and supply chain risk management.

How we can help
Deloitte’s Supply Chain Managed Services (SCMS) are a suite of solutions that supplement your internal capabilities on an ongoing basis to achieve measurable improvement in supply chain performance. Our managed services range from providing supply chain organizations with data-driven insights, to helping run operations that can drive improved supply chain performance. Regardless of where you are starting from, we can devise an approach that enhances your internal capabilities and gives you ongoing access to valuable insights into your supply chain’s performance.

Our suite of solutions spans the entire supply chain and includes:

- **Product development**: Real-time predictive product cost assessment services and full process flow auditing to help identify process gaps and improvement opportunities
- **Supply chain planning**: Ongoing services to effectively execute data-driven sales and operations planning, and inventory management to help minimize disruption risk and reduce costs
- **Sourcing & procurement**: Ongoing management of supplier relationships and spend across key categories to drive sourcing savings and procurement efficiency
- **Manufacturing strategy & operations**: Comprehensive monitoring of manufacturing operations to help improve performance and reduce risk
- **Logistics & distribution**: Insights into more effectively managing logistics operations to help reduce costs and improve supply chain performance
- **Sustainability**: Ongoing analysis, monitoring, and reporting of energy use across the company
- **Supply chain monitoring & control**: Real-time supply chain monitoring to identify and mitigate risks, and execution support to drive improvement opportunities

Deloitte’s Supply Chain Managed Services case studies

- Identified $100MM in energy savings for a Fortune 50 retailer by implementing the Energy Spend Analytics solution to manage energy, refrigeration and fuel data on an ongoing basis for 10,000 sites and 15,000 vehicles for 8 years
- Managed 75% of overall spend and generated over $40MM in tangible cost savings for a major global restaurant chain by providing 18+ months of procurement leadership support and establishing a Center of Excellence
- Identified $100MM in excess inventory for a $10B+ life sciences client by using our proprietary Inveritas application to conduct a detailed inventory diagnostic, creating an enhanced analytics dashboard to provide visibility into the root causes of inventory issues, and integrating with the SBOP process

Potential bottom-line benefits

Our suite of supply chain solutions can help you capture significant bottom-line benefits on a sustained basis:

- More accurate forecasts and inventory management
- Sourcing savings
- Better management of energy usage and reduced environmental impact
- Proactive identification of potential supply chain risks

Learn more
Supply Chain Managed Services are one of many strategic areas around supply chains. To learn more about how Deloitte can help, visit www.deloitte.com/us/supply-chain-managed-services.
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